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Users Classification on Broadcast and Television System Based on Statistical Analy-
sis System Software
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we take the guide data and the program data from the users of digital cable television programs
as the experimental data to carry on our experiment. And we use the SAS software platform which is very efficient in data
analyzing to realize the classification of our user to different parts. So we can achieve our destination of personal
recommendation and precision advertizing.
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1. Introduction

The rise of the data mining theory bring a huge change to marketing approach of all walks of life .They converted the original
methods which focus their thoughts on the revenue from optimizing production or sales to Customer Relationship
Management(CRM) and precise marketing. In recent years, personalized recommender system and precise marketing system
pushing many company forward. According to people’s consuming behaviors to find out their latent interests so that to
recommend the most possible things that they liked. Based on the above theory, we can provide the consumers a quick and
convenient consumption experience. To realize the personalized recommender and precise marketing, it is the user classification
which is based on user’s interest that is needed. There have been some achievements around the world in the user classification
area. Wei Liuxi uses the SPRINT which is a branch of the decision tree to launch the information digging from the big data to
realize the user classification [1]. Zhang Heng based on the consumption KPI to classify the telecom users to different parts
which can provide the target user to the precise marketing. Slanjankic use SAS and data mining to realize the chart display and
cluster result analysis [2]. Data mining technology is widely used in many areas such as banking business and E-commerce
industry but the radio and TV industry [3]- [4]. So, this paper based on the digital TV viewership data and the program data to
launch the experiment. The platform is SAS software and the arithmetic is K-means cluster. The realization of the user classification
can be a support of the decision support system of radio and TV industry.

2. Background And Related Work

Neuman (1997) lists content analysis as a key non-reactive research methodology (i.e.non-intrusive) and describes it as: “A
technique for gathering and analysing the content of text. The ‘content’ refers to words, meanings, pictures, symbols, ideas,
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themes, or any message that can be communicated. The ‘text’ is anything written, visual, or spoken that serves as a medium for
communication” Mika Rautiainen and his colleagues introduced data mining system and broadcasting services for Finnish
DBV broadcast stream national channels. Their system allows the access for media broadcast fragments as picture quotes via
generated word lists and provide content based recommendations.

Content analysis is used to study a broad range of ‘texts’ from transcripts of interviews and discussions in clinical and social
research to the narrative and form of films, TV programs and the editorial and advertising content of newspapers and magazines.

3. Experiment

3.1 Introduction of the arithmetic and software
3.1.1 Clustering algorithm
First, confirm that you have the correct template for your paper size. This template has been tailored for output on the A4 paper
size. If you are using US letter-sized paper, please close this file and download the file for “MSW_USltr_format”.

Cluster is a processing that dividing a data set into different groups which are similar internal but are different external. It is a
classical algorithm which is widely used [5]. The following picture is a display of the process of cluster.

Clustering algorithm has many branches. Considering the big data set and the result to be, we chose the K-means algorithm. Its
process is as the following:

a) Defining a original center for every category, so, it has k  centers;

b) Allocating the samples to the nearest category by the Minimum distance criterion;

c) Using the mean value of the category as the new center;

d) Repeating step (2) and (3) until there are no change about the center;

e) By the end, there have k  category.

The formulas involved are as following:

Allocating the samples to the nearest category by the Minimum distance criterion:

Figure 1. Process of cluster
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x
i
 refers to the victor of clustering centers after renewing.

3.2 Introduction of SAS
SAS (Statistical Analysis System) was developed in 1966 by North Carolina State University as the statistical analysis software.
SAS software institute (SAS Institute Inc.) was founded in 1967 to realize the deep processing research of the business data and
the history data with the most advanced information and IT technology. SAS has an advantage in data mining and is widely
used.

SAS has an enormous energy including the very effective apply in cluster analysis [6]-[8]. SAS can realize the function such as
CLUSTER (hierarchical clustering), FASTCLUS (K-means clustering), MODECLUS (nonparametric clustering), VARCLUS
(variables clustering), TREE. This paper takes the K-means.

3.2.1 Process of the experiment
1. Steps
The process of the experiment is figure 2:

a) Import the original viewing data and program data into SAS;

b) Retains the useful variables;

c) Relevant the viewing data and the program data by a corresponding relationship;

d) Calculate the duration to get the user duration victor set;

e) Divided users into different category

Figure 1.  Processing of the experiment

Start
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Realize the Clustering

End

3.2.2 Data of the Experiment
The data in this experiment is 17299 pieces user’s digital TV viewing data and program data in 2013/02/01 from the provinces of
China. The SAS version is 9.3.

There has a Software Development Kit(SDK) in the TV set-top box which can send back the viewing dat. The original data format
is .txt which is as following:
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a) The Viewing Data:
<GHApp>
<WIC
cardNum = "4271996831"
stbNum = "06111900501C60B8EA6800A933" regionId =  "0x3010000"
caArea = "300"
date = "2013-02-01"
pageWidgetVersion = "1.0" >
<A e = "23:57:06"
s = "23:56:53"
n = "509"
t = "6"
sn = "Jiangsu TV " />
</WIC>
</GHApp>

regionId refers to the region number, cardNum refers to the TV set-top box number, e refers to the view start time, s refers to the
view end time, sn refers to channel name.

b) Program Data:
171494|3748|21000109| Jiangsu TV ||||2013-2-01| 23:50:00|23:57:49|||AD|others|AD||||||||||2013-3-6 22:47:37|2013-3-6
22:56:05|kb|shenheall|pass||admin|| “21000109” refers to the channel number, “Jiangsu TV” refers to channel name, “2013-2-01”
refers to the broadcast date, “23:50:00” refers to the broadcast start time, “23:57:49” refers to the broadcast end time, “AD” refers
to the program type.

3.2.3 data process
SAS has its own data format [9]-[11], so, we should transform the original data into the SAS recognizable format. The data in SAS
is as following:

a) Viewing Data
Pdbh refers to the channel number, cardNum refers to the TV set-top box number, StT refers to the view start time, SeT refers to
the view end time, pdn refers to channel name.

Jiangsu

TV
21000

109

427199

6831

23:

56:

53

Pdbh      cardNum        StT       SeT        pdn      Date

2013-

02-

01

23:

57:

06

Table 1. Viewing Data In SAS

21000

109

23:

57:

49

Pdbh            pdn          bcd  bct     jst         jmdl

Others23:

50:

00

Jiangsu

TV

2013-

02-

01

b) Program data

Table 2. Program Data In SAS

Pdbh refers to the channel number, Pdn refers to the channel name, bcd refers to the broadcast date, bct refers to the program
start time, jst refers to the program end time, Jmdl refers to the program type.

3.2.4 Figures Relevant
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Using the joint variable to relevant the viewing figure and the program figure. After variable selection we can get the following
table:

 cardNum      StT       SeT      pdn        bct         st        jmdl

427199

6831

23:

57:

06

Others23:

56:

53

Jiangsu

TV

23:

50:

00

23:

57:

49

Table 3. Wide Table

3.2.5 Duration Calculation
The final victor is multidimensional, for example: zhang San( duration of program type 1, duration of program type 2, duration of
program type 3…duration of program type n).

T
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12          

 …
          

T
1n

T
21          
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22          

  …
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           ..                ..                 ..             ..
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m1          

T
m2          
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mn

C1

C2

…

Cm

User1   User2      … User n
User

Program

The formula of duration ratio is as the following:

Duration ratio =
Viewing Duration

Program Duration

There are 4 situations between the viewing time and the program time which is as the following:

(3)

Figure 3.Relationships between viewing time and program time
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Pro_StartTime refers to the program start time, Pro_EndTime refers to the program end time, Service_StartTime refers to the
viewing start time, Service_EndTime refers to the program end time.

a) if  Service_StartTime < = Pro_StartTime and Pro_StartTime < = Service_EndTime < = Pro_EndTime then T=Service_EndTime-
Pro_StartTime;

b) if  Pro_StartTime < = Service_StartTime < =  ro_EndTime and Service_EndTime > =  Pro_EndTime then T=Pro_EndTime-
Service_StartTime;

c) if  Service_StartTime > = Pro_StartTime and Service_EndTime < = Pro_EndTime then T = Service_EndTime-Service_StartTime;

d) if  Service_StartTime < = Pro_StartTime and Service_EndTime > = Pro_EndTime then T = Pro_EndTime-Pro_StartTime;
Based on the above formula we can get the following figure:

From the above figure we can see that the cardnum refers to different users and we put the TV shows into 8 different types which
are life service type, TV play type special subject type, live show type, movie type, education type, news type, others type. For
example: user 4153019302, its viewing track is that the duration of the life service type programs is 48 units, the duration of the
TV play type programs is 10.85 unit, the duration of the special subject type programs is 46.48 units, the duration of the live show
type programs is 47 units, the duration of the movie type programs is 0 units, the duration of the education type programs is 0.18
units, the duration of the news type programs is 0 units, the duration of the other type programs is 48 units.

Setting k = 4, and the maxiter = 100 we can get the following result:
Figure 5.  Data normalized

Figure 4.Duration ratio
3.3 Result of Experiment
Firstly, we have the data normalized and the result is as the following:

Figure 6.  Original cluster center
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In the processing of cluster, the most important value is the mean value of cluster [12]. We can get user’s interests from the
biggest mean value of a category which indicated the user’s interest is the corresponding program. The mean value of cluster is
as the following:

Figure 7. Mean value of cluster

Taking the fourth class as an example. The biggest value is 0.9913, so, users who belong to the fourth class like TV play most.

SAS gives us the cluster result as a table that can be exported as .txt. The following figure is the result:

To get the best result, we set the contrast experiment by change the value of the value of k and the maxiter. By contrasting the
different experiment set, we find that k = 4 is the best setting.

This experiment achieves the desired affects.
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